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once you have logged in, your next steps will
depend on the tool you are using. for
example, httptamper can be used to find the
username and password of the site. if a
username is entered, the tool will then
attempt to find the password using
bruteforcing, which can take a large amount
of time. after you have found the correct
password for your site, you can then use burp
to force the right password in the browser to
try to login to the site. because burp has a
built-in web browser, all requests are routed
to burp’s servers, so it is not necessary to
install and configure your own proxy. for
example, the following screenshots show how
httptamper can be used to ‘guess’ the
username and then check the login page for
the current username and password. see
previous screenshot for the next tutorial if
your website has a username and password
field, and the site is not encrypted, there is
not much you need to do. burp will
automatically attempt to login to the website
and gather the form variables. even if there is
a captcha field, you can still use burp to
guess at the user name and password
combination. this way, we do not have to
install a proxy server or even bother to
change the proxy settings on your computer.
for firefox, the burp user interface is different.
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if you’re looking for some of the features in
burp suite, such as the ‘portscan’ tab, you
need to use the firefox add-ons that come
with the burp suite add-ons. burp-o-matic and
burp save-to-disk. select burp suite and you’ll
see a window looking like the following. for
firefox users, there are many more add-ons
available than with the burp suite add-ons. i
use firefox, but am usually forced to use
chrome.
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burp suite is a dependable and dependable
platform that gives you a simple means of

conducting security testing of web
applications. it offers you full control, letting
you arrange advanced manual techniques

with various tools that seamlessly work
together to support the entire testing

process. the utility is easy-to-use and intuitive
and does not require you to perform

advanced actions in order to analyze, scan
and exploit web apps. it is highly configurable

and comes with useful features to assist
experienced testers with their work. the

program guides you through the process of
scanning an application and captures a

wealth of information about vulnerabilities
including variables, ip addresses, host names,

and urls. it is very possible that the most
important data can be overlooked. users of

burp suite professional can find the possibility
to adjust data that is output to higher-level

security metrics and track the progress of the
scan. burp suite allows to enumerate links to

host resources by fetching them from the
same server as the target web application.
the url entries are stored in the tab, right-
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click context menu and in the burp history
file. the main menu in burp suite includes

several useful tools that allow you to perform
different security scans. you can even save
your scan results to a file so you can then

download them later or open them as a part
of the analysis. the following sections break

down burp suite features into three
categories – configurable options, available

scripts, and known issues. the biggest benefit
burp suite offers, however, is a simple script

editor. you can write your own scripts in order
to specify exactly how your scan behaves.

even if your burp suite version isn't the most
recent, it still provides the ability to add new
scripts without any technological skills. burp

suite will then enable you to use those scripts
in the future without having to make any

changes. 5ec8ef588b
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